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Fabrication and structural analysis of Al, Ga, and In nanocluster crystals
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Artificial nanocluster crystals of In, Ga, and Al were fabricated using a technique in which surface mediated
magic clustering is used to achieve identical cluster size while the Si~111!-737 surface is used as a template
for ordering the clusters. The atomic structures, formation mechanism and stability of the nanoclusters were
studied within situ scanning tunneling microscopy combined with first-principles total energy calculations.
Our study shows that delicate control of growth kinetics is extremely important for cluster crystal fabrication,
and there is essentially no limitation to this method. The high thermal stability and unique structure make these
artificial nanocluster crystals promising for various applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, fabrication and understanding of na
clusters have become exciting areas of research.1–11 This is
driven by their great potential in technology applications a
scientific importance in bridging our understanding betwe
molecular and condensed matter physics. The benefi
structural, electronic, optical, magnetic, and chemical pr
erties of nanoclusters can be employed in many fields, s
as nanocatalysis,1,2 optical and electronic devices,3,4 single-
electronic devices,5 ultrahigh-density magnetic recording,6–8

quantum computing, and quantum cryptography.9 The prop-
erties of nanoclusters are size and composition specific,
is possible to design materials with desired properties
choosing the correct size and composition of clusters. T
special properties may, however, be degraded by the inho
geneity in nanocluster materials with broad size distribut
and random spatial arrangements. It therefore becomes
cal for their practical application to fabricate stable, order
and identical-sized nanocluster arrays. Further more, f
the viewpoint of fundamental research, a periodic array
identical nanoclusters is an ideal model system for the st
of single nanoclusters and interactions between them
many aspects, nanoclusters are artificial atoms,9,12 so, a pe-
riodic lattice made up of the clusters with the same nano
eter size is an artificial crystal. This form of condensed m
ter provides unprecedented opportunities for exploring
laws of physics.

Tremendous efforts have been made to achieve size
formity and spatial control in fabrication of nanoclusters u
ing various methods, such as self-organization in hetero
neous strained thin-film growth13,14 lithography methods,15,16

focused ion beam,5 scanning probe microscope,17,18and self-
assembly in chemical synthesis.6,11Although nanocluster/do
aggregates with fairly good size uniformity and spatial d
tribution have been fabricated,14,19–21it is still very difficult
to fabricate perfectly ordered identical-sized nanocluster
rays, the so-called artificial nanocluster crystals.

Recently, we explored a technique of ‘‘template a
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surface-mediated magic clustering’’ and demonstrated
fabrication of artificial cluster crystals is possible.22,23 In this
paper, we report the details of the fabrication of artific
nanocluster crystals of Al, Ga, and In and present a syst
atic study on their atomic structures by usingin situ scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM! combined with first-principles
total energy calculations. By comparing different formati
conditions, we can draw the conclusion that delicate con
of the growth kinetics is crucial for their fabrication. Th
different stabilities and electronic states are also discus
based on their atomic structure as established from S
analysis and theoretical calculations.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out with an OMICRO
variable temperature STM operated in ultrahigh vacu
~base pressure;5310211 Torr).22–24 The system has two
chambers containing STM, LEED, Auger electron spectr
copy ~AES!, and MBE facilities. The samples were intro
duced into the vacuum chamber via a load lock and prepa
in the MBE chamber. A magnetically coupled feed through
used for sample transfer between the MBE chamber and
analysis chamber where the LEED/AES as well as STM
spection can be performed. The STM can be operated
temperature range from 25 to 1000 K. The samples w
heated by electric current directly through them, and
sample temperatures were monitored by an infrared pyr
eter. A chemically etched tungsten tip was used as the S
probe.

The Si~111! samples~As doped, 0.1 Ohm cm! were de-
gassed at about 500 °C for several hours after being in
duced into the vacuum chamber without any chemical tre
ment. Preparation of the clean surface was performed
flashing to;1200 °C while keeping the vacuum better th
131029 mbar. The cleanliness and ordering of the samp
were checked by LEED, AES, and STM. Well-ordere
Si~111!737 surfaces can normally be obtained after clea
ing. Three boron nitride crucibles were used to produce
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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JIN-FENG JIAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 165412 ~2002!
Ga, and In~purity 99.9999%! atomic beams. All STM im-
ages reported here were recorded at constant current m
with a tunneling current of 20 to 100 pA.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Method to fabricate the artificial nanocluster crystals

To fabricate the artificial nanocluster crystals, we have
solve two problems. The first is to make all nanoclust
identical and the second is to arrange them in perfect or
Since thermodynamic fluctuations and other growth unc
tainties always exist during growth, it is impossible to gro
identical nanoclusters or arrange them in order with us
self-organization growth methods.

In this study, in order to make all clusters identical, o
strategy is to employ some stable identical-sized entity a
building block for assembling the nanocluster array. Surfa
mediated magic clusters are a good candidate as suc
entity.22,23 As discovered in the 1980’s for the gas phase25

certain clusters with specific numbers of atoms~magic clus-
ters! exhibit a closed electronic and/or atomic shell struct
and remarkable stability. Recently, several studies dem
strate that surface-mediated clusters of specific or ‘‘mag
sizes indeed exist with remarkable stability.26–29As the sur-
face interacts with the clusters, the interaction may mod
the magic sizes and influence their stability. On the ot
hand, such an interaction could also provide a way to arra
the clusters in order automatically by selecting a proper
riodic template and optimizing growth kinetics so that
trade-off between the two processes could be realized. T
in order to order the clusters, the second key point is
periodic template substrate for site-specific nucleation of
clusters if they could indeed form on such substrate. It tu
out that Si~111!737 is an ideal template. The Si~111!-737
surface30 is one of the most technically important semico
ductor surfaces. It is very stable and its atomic structure
been extensively investigated and is now well established
shown in Fig. 1, one unit cell of Si~111!-737 contains 12 Si
adatoms and 6 rest atoms, which are divided into two dif
ent half unit cells by Si dimers. There is a stacking fa
between the second and third layer atoms in the left half
cell ~the interlayer bonding rotates 60°!, the faulted half unit
cell ~FHUC!, which makes the FHUC more reactive than t
unfaulted half~UFHUC!, ~the right half of the figure!. The
unit cell size~2.7 nm32.7 nm! is comparable to the Ferm
wavelength of electrons in most metals. Therefore, it is c
ceivable to fabricate ordered arrays of identical quantum d
if magic clusters can be grown on this surface without bre
ing the surface periodicity.31 In this context, as long as atom
of the selected metal can form clusters of definite size
such a template, there is no limitation to this strategy.

In order to form uniform nanocluster arrays by takin
advantage of magic clustering on a Si~111!737 template,
growth parameters must be designed very carefully. If
substrate temperature during deposition is too low~room
temperature or lower! and the deposition flux is too high, th
mobility of the atoms is too low to move and aggregate in
magic clusters, or they are too slow to arrive at the pre
signed destination before meeting other atoms to form
16541
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mobile nuclei and smaller clusters.32 On the other hand, ‘‘hot
landing’’ at high temperature may make the atoms too en
getic. They may either form a strong bond to a Si ato
~reconstruction occurs! or coalesce to large islands.~At
higher temperature, say, 400 °C, even the large islands
lapse and phase transition into the)3) takes place.! Low
deposition flux will lead to too few nuclei and large cluste
by Ostwald ripening. Since the number of atoms in a ma
cluster takes adiscrete value, periodic arrays for given-size
magic clusters can be achieved by a delicate balance of
growth parameters—the kinetics have to be manipulated
such a way that the atom hopping rate between the
halves of the Si~111!-737 unit cell can exceed the arriva
rate of atoms~in order to complete ordering!, and the island
ripening must remain below the regime for forming the ne
larger magic number cluster. The importance of kinetic p
rameters will be further discussed later.

B. Fabrication of In, Ga, and Al artificial nanocluster crystals

If the substrate is held at high temperature~above 400 °C!
during In deposition, In-induced surface reconstruction w
result, which bas been extensively investigated previousl33

If the substrate is held at room temperature or lower, a f
tureless surface will appear.32 Identical clusters can only be
obtained when the Si~111!-737 substrate is held a
100–220 °C.21 As shown in Fig. 2~a!, after deposition of
about 0.05 ML of In, all the In adatoms form identical nan
clusters: each cluster is imaged as a hollow-centered equ
eral triangle consisting of six white spots. It can also
noticed that most of the clusters occupy the FHUC
Si~111!-737, and even at low coverage local ordering is
ready evident. Our statistical analysis~by sampling more

FIG. 1. ~a! Top view and~b! side view of the dimer-adatom
stacking fault~DAS! model of the Si~111!-737 surface proposed by
Takayanagiet al. ~Ref. 29!. There is a stacking fault between th
second and third layers atoms at the right half unit cell, the fau
half unit cell ~FHUC!, which makes the FHUC more reactive tha
the unfaulted HUC~UFHUC, the left half! in the diamond structure
of Si. The sites relevant to the discussion are indicated asR1 –R3
for Si rest atoms andA1 –A6 for Si adatoms.
2-2
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FABRICATION AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF Al, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 165412 ~2002!
than 3000 clusters at this coverage! shows that about 92% o
the clusters occupy the FHUC and 8% the UFHUC. T
adsorption energy difference between the two halves of
737 unit cell can be estimated by applying the Boltzma
distributionNF /NU5exp(2DE/kT) ~Ref. 20!, whereNF and
NU are the occupation numbers on the FHUC and UFHUC
temperatureT, respectively.DE is the energy difference, an
k is the Boltzmann constant. According to our statistical
sults from the STM images,DE50.0860.01 eV.

Increasing the In coverage to 0.12 ML, a perfectly o
dered nanocluster array forms as shown in Fig. 2~b!. In the
image, each bright spot corresponds to an In cluster. Ex
for some inhomogeneities caused by defects or locally o
deposited In, the ordering of the clusters is essentially p
fect. Considering each cluster as an artificial atom, this p
odic lattice of identical clusters represents a new artific
crystal. With every cluster occupying the FHUC and a ne
est neighbor distance of 2.7 nm, the geometry of this ‘‘l
tice’’ is the same as that of the Si~111!-737.

Further increasing the In coverage, In clusters will occu
the UFHUC’s of Si~111!-737. These clusters in UFHUC’s
exhibit basically the same appearance as those in
FHUC’s @Fig. 2~a!#. At a coverage of;0.24 ML, a charac-
teristic ordered honeycomb structure develops@as shown in
Fig. 2~c!# due to equivalent occupation of both halves of t
unit cell. In the STM image, In clusters in FHUC’s appea
little bit brighter than those in UFHUC’s.

If the deposition conditions fall out the right range, diffe
ent clusters could result, as shown in Fig. 2~d!. In this case,

FIG. 2. Scanning tunneling microscope~STM! images of In
nanostructures on Si~111!. ~a! In nanocluster at;0.05 ML coverage
(1 ML5one adsorbed atom per substrate atom. The image size;8
nm38 nm, deposition rate;0.05 ML/min and temperature
;120 °C!. ~b! Perfectly ordered In nanocluster arrays at;0.12 ML
In coverage~the image size;80 nm380 nm!. The image shows
high uniformity in terms of cluster size.~c! Perfectly ordered hon-
eycomb structure of In nanocluster arrays at;0.2 ML In coverage
~the image size;8 nm36 nm!. ~d! In nanocluster formed at incor
rect conditions~the image size;15 nm312 nm!.
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the clusters still take the position of FHUC and form
ordered array. However, the appearances of all clusters
different from the hollow-centered equilateral triangle co
sisting of 6 white spots observed for normal In clusters.
the empty state STM image, only one very bright spot w
imaged at a corner of the triangle. Their structure will
further discussed later.

Ga nanoclusters are relatively easy to fabricate. Roo
temperature deposition already results in nanoclusters e
at very low coverage.34 Ga nanoclusters formed at a cove
age of 0.05 ML are shown in Fig. 3~a!. In the empty state
STM image, Ga clusters also appear triangular and resid
the center of either half of the Si~111!737 unit cell. Each
cluster contains six bright spots, the three on the edge
brighter than those at the corner, which is quite differe
from the In clusters, where the three spots on the edges o
triangle appear darker than the three at the corner. In the
of Ga, the clusters occupy both halves of the unit cell
Si~111!-737 even at low coverage.34 Our statistical analysis
shows that the clusters occupy the FHUC and UFHUC
most equally, which is totally different from the behavior
the In clusters. According to the Boltzmann distribution, t
adsorption energy difference between the two halves of
737 unit cell is negligible within the error.

With increasing Ga coverage, the numbers of clusters
both halves of the 737 unit cell increase equally. Heating th
sample to a temperature of 150–250 °C during deposi
could result in a more uniform nanocluster array. At a co
erage of approximately 0.24 ML, an ordered honeyco
structure forms as shown in Fig. 3~b!. In artificial Ga nano-
cluster crystals, each unit cell contains two Ga clusters.
Ga clusters in FHUC are brighter than those in UFHU
when imaged at a positive bias. There are some abnor
bright spots, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3~b!. Most of
them have the same appearance as the normal Ga cluste

FIG. 3. STM images of Ga nanostructures on Si~111!. ~a! Ga
nanocluster at;0.05 ML, 20 nm320 nm. ~b! Perfectly ordered
honeycomb structure of Ga nanocluster arrays at;0.24 ML cover-
age, 32 nm332 nm ~deposition rate;0.02 ML/min and tempera-
ture ;180 °C!. ~c! High resolution STM image of the structure i
~b8!, 10 nm37 nm.
2-3
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the atomic resolution STM images, therefore, this contr
change has an electronic origin. However, some of the
bright spots could be caused by excess Ga or other impur
since no atomic resolution images could be obtained
them, as shown in Fig. 3~c!. In the very high resolution STM
image shown in Fig. 3~c!, we can see that the most notic
able features are the three spots on the edge of the tria
while the three at the corner are almost invisible.

If Al is deposited at room temperature, we can see m
individual Al atoms adsorbed on the top of the Si adatoms
indicated by the white arrows in Fig. 4~a!. Some Al clusters
are also observed~the big bright spots in the image!.23 With
increasing Al coverage, more clusters are formed, but
sizes of the clusters are not uniform. At 0.2 ML coverage
featureless structure consisting of irregular clusters devel
which smears out the 737 symmetry of the Si substrate. Fo
the deposition rate given above, an ordered identical Al c
ters array can be formed only when the substrate tempera
is higher than 200 °C. A large scale STM image of the
nanoclusters is shown in Fig. 4~b!, and we can clearly se
that the cluster array is very uniform in this large are
Larger area scans and scans at different locations revea
the cluster array is even uniform over the whole sample s
face (;239 mm2). A zoom-in STM image~at negative
sample bias! is shown in Fig. 4~c!, which further demon-
strates that all Al clusters are identical and that their arran

FIG. 4. ~a! Empty state STM image~20 nm320 nm! of the
Si~111!-737 adsorbed with 0.05 ML Al. The white arrows indica
the Al atoms adsorbed on the top of Si adatoms. Sample bias
ageVs52.0 V. ~b! Perfectly ordered Al nanocluster array at;0.25
ML Al coverage. The image was obtained atVs52.0 V, the image
size is 100 nm3100 nm~deposition rate;0.01 ML/min and tem-
perature;300 °C!. ~c! Close view of the Al nanocluster array i
~b!. Vs522.0 V, the image size is 30 nm330 nm.~d! Coexistence
of Si~111! )3)-Al, A73A7-Al, and Al nanoclusters after an
nealing the sample in~b! at about 550 °C. The image size is 2
nm325 nm andVs51.2 V.
16541
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ment is perfectly periodic. Similar to the Ga clusters, the
clusters equally occupy both halves of the Si~111!-737 unit
cell forming a characteristic honeycomb structure. Consid
ing each cluster as an artificial atom, this periodic lattice
the same-sized clusters represents a new artificial cry
Among the nanoclusters made by this method, the uniform
and ordering of the Al clusters are the best.

In addition, the Al nanocluster array is stable and c
survive even at an annealing temperature up to 500 °C. A
annealing the Al nanocluster array@shown in Figs. 4~b! and
4~c!# at about 550 °C, small areas with the)3)-Al and
A73A7-Al appear and coexist with the Al nanoclusters,
shown in Fig. 4~d!. According to the atomic structure mode
of the Si~111!)3)-Al and A73A7-Al, each)3) unit
cell contains one Al atom while theA73A7 unit cell three
Al atoms.35 Assuming that all Al atoms forming the
)3)-Al or A73A7-Al reconstruction come from the clus
ters in the same area~this is true as no noticeable change
the surrounding areas could be observed!, the number of the
total Al atoms in the reconstruction area can be easily ca
lated. With this simple method, each Al cluster is determin
to contain 661 Al atoms~such calibration was done also fo
the Ga and ln clusters, and a similar result was obtained!.

In the high resolution STM image@Fig. 4~d!#, the Al clus-
ters appear triangular and reside at the center of each ha
the Si~111!-737 unit cell. Each cluster contains six brigh
spots, the three on the edge are brighter than those a
corner. The empty state STM image of the Al cluster is ve
similar to that of the Ga cluster shown in Fig. 3 as well
observed by Lai and Wang.34 However, it is different from
that of the In cluster shown in Fig. 2, where the three sp
on the edges of the triangle appear darker~also see Ref. 23!.

C. Structure of In, Ga, and Al artificial nanocluster crystals

To better understand the basic principles governing
array formation process, we have studied systematically
atomic structures of the In, Ga, and Al clusters. The atom
resolution STM images of the In clusters at different sam
biases~10.6 V, 10.2 V, and20.3 V, respectively! are shown
in Figs. 5~a!–5~c!. In the empty state images, the In cluste
appear as hollow-centered six-spot equilateral triangles w
a distance between the spots of;5.060.5 Å, which is much
larger than the surface lattice constant 3.84 Å of t
Si~111!131 and the In-In nearest neighbor distance 3.25
The triangular pattern is quite unusual in terms of norm
close-packed structures observed previously.26,27,36An intui-
tive interpretation of the images could be that each bri
spot of the triangle corresponds to an In atom, which agr
with In coverage calibration mentioned above. However,
open triangular geometry seems to be unstable in view of
loose packing, the low coordination number, and, in parti
lar, the strong steric strain with registry to atoms on the
substrate. Alternatively, one might attribute the six spots s
to a dynamical time averaging of more than six atoms.20 It
was recently shown that the potential energy surface of a
adatom on Si~111!-737 is quite shallow.37 Therefore, it is
possible that at room temperature In atoms may hop quic
along the local energy minimum sites20 within the basin

lt-
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FABRICATION AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF Al, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 165412 ~2002!
formed by one Si rest atom and three Si adatoms@Fig. 1~a!#,
and the six bright spots reflect these energy minimum s
with higher occupation probability. This possibility, howeve
can be ruled out because our STM images at;90 K @Figs.
5~d! and 5~e!# show exactly the same patterns as in Figs. 5~a!
and 5~c!.

Although the appearances of the Ga and Al clusters
quite different from that of the In clusters as describ
above, all three kinds of clusters are imaged as triangles
consist of six bright spots in atomic resolution STM imag
For both Ga and Al clusters, the distance between two e
spots is 5.560.5 Å, while the distance between the corn
spot and neighboring edge spot is 4.660.5 Å. The structural
model for the Ga and Al clusters cannot be obtained dire
from an analysis of the STM images.

To address these puzzling issues, we carried out fi
principles total energy calculations for all In, Ga, and
clusters. A Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential38 was used
with a 100 eV cutoff energy and 1 specialk point in the
Brilloiun zone sum. The bare 737 unit cell ~without count-
ing the Si adatoms! contains six Si layers and a vacuum lay
equivalent to six Si layers. We calculated the STM imag
following the Tersoff and Hamann formula.39–41

We consider three possibleM ~M denotes In, Ga, or Al!-
cluster structures:~i! three-M-atom cluster within the triangle

FIG. 5. Atomically resolved STM images~;5.5 nm35.5 nm! of
In clusters at bias voltage of~a! 0.6 V, ~b! 0.2 V, ~c! 20.3 V,
respectively.~d! and ~e! Low temperature~90 K! STM images at
bias voltage of 0.5 and20.3 V, respectively.~f! I -V curves mea-
sured on bare Si surface and on top of In clusters.
16541
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defined by the three Si rest atoms,R1 to R3 in Fig. 1~a!, ~ii !
six-M-atom cluster forming a hexagonal ring@Fig. 6~a!#, and
~iii ! six-M-atom cluster forming a hollow-centered triang
@Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!#. In case~i!, eachM atom is bonded to
one Si rest atom, but otherwise is unable to bond to either
Si adatoms or among themselves. The coverage also
agrees with experimental coverage calibration. In case~ii !,
each of the sixM atoms is bonded to either one of the thr
Si adatoms (Al-A3) or one of the three Si rest atom
(R1-R3). TheM atoms are also bonded among themsel
forming a distorted hexagonal ring. However, the simula
STM images based on this model are inconsistent with
experimental images, in particular the image for the fill
states. Its energy is also 1.2 eV/cluster higher than case~iii !.
In case~iii !, six threefold-coordinatedM atoms form a tri-
angle and three Si adatoms originally on the edge are
placed towards the triangle center considerably@Fig. 6~b!#.
After optimization, it is found that the optimized structu
for all three kinds of the clusters is the triangularM6 @case
~iii !# model, as demonstrated in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!.22

FIG. 6. ~a! Top view of the honeycomb atomic structure mod
proposed for the In/Ga/Al six-atom cluster.~b! Top view of the
atomic structure established for the In/Ga/Al cluster in this wo
The big hatched balls are In/Ga/Al atoms and the small solid b
are Si adatoms.~c! Side view of the model shown in~b!.
2-5
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FIG. 7. ~Color! The calculated
STM images for the model in
Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!: ~a! positive
bias at10.6 V and ~b! negative
bias at20.3 V with respect to the
Fermi energy. The color code in
dicates the height of the images
dark blue being low and red bein
high. At a typical experimental tip
height of about 1 nm above th
surface, only the most protruding
features can be seen. For compa
son, the STM images~;4.5 nm
33.5 nm! of the In clusters re-
corded at sample bias voltages
10.6 and20.3 V are shown in~c!
and ~d!, respectively.
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The optimized parameters for the In clusters are giv
below. For In atoms at the corners of the triangle, the bo
lengths are 2.57, 2.64, and 2.64 Å, and the bond angles
88°, 113°, and 113°, respectively. For In atoms on the ed
the bond lengths are 2.67, 2.60, and 2.60 Å, and the b
angles are 113°, 116°, and 116°, respectively, the edge a
are 0.30 Å higher than the three In atoms at the corners. E
of the three Si adatoms originally on the edge now bond
three neighboring In atoms and one Si atom under it. T
Si-In bond lengths are 2.598, 2.598, and 2.577 Å, and
bond angles are 124.7°, 114.6°, and 114.6°, respectively.
vertical positions of the three Si adatoms are also chan
considerably. They are 0.58 Å higher than the In atoms at
corners of the triangle.

For the Ga clusters, the bond lengths of the Ga atom
the corners of the triangle are 2.490, 2.490, and 2.430 Å,
the bond angles are 91.1°, 120.5°, and 120.5°, respecti
For the Ga atoms on the edges, the bond lengths are 2
2.467, and 2.553 Å with bond angles of 115.5°, 118.9°, a
118.9°, respectively, the edge atoms are 0.30 Å higher t
the three Ga atoms at the corners. Each of the three Si
toms originally on the edge now bonds to three neighbor
Ga atoms and one Si atom under it. The Si-Ga bond len
are 2.467, 2.467, and 2.430 Å, and the bond angles
119.7°, 114.3°, and 114.3°, respectively. The vertical po
tions of the three Si adatoms are also changed consider
They are 0.69 Å higher than the Ga atoms at the corner
the triangle.

In the case of Al, the bond lengths of the Al atoms at t
corners of the triangle are 2.487, 2.487, and 2.435 Å, and
bond angles are 92.6°, 122.7°, and 122.7°, respectively.
the Al atoms on the edges, the bond lengths are 2.471, 2.
and 2.551 Å with bond angles of 115.5°, 121.0° and 121
respectively, the edge atoms are 0.27 Å higher than the t
Ga atoms at the corners. Each of the three Si adatoms o
nally on the edge now bonds to three neighboring Al ato
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and one Si atom under it. The Si-Al bond lengths are 2.4
2.471, and 2.435 Å, and the bond angles are 115.3°, 112
and 112.8°, respectively. The vertical positions of the th
Si adatoms are also changed considerably. They are 0.8
higher than the Al atoms at the corners of the triangle.

Bond angles larger than the 109.5°-tetrahedral angle
preferred as threefold group III metals prefer planar 12
bond angles (sp2 bonding!. In the M6 model, most bond
angles of In, Ga, or Al atoms are larger than 109.5°, the
fore, they aresp2-like. Due to the considerable movemen
of the three Si adatoms (A1 –A3), the three Si adatoms an
the three Si rest atoms (R1 –R3) become fourfold coordi-
nated, removing six dangling bonds from each 737 unit cell.
The movements of Si adatomsA1 –A3 strengthen their
bonds with the substrate atoms by resuming the 109
tetrahedral angles. Similar geometries have been sugge
for low energy defects in hydrogenated Si~Ref. 42! and for
the DX center in III-V alloys.43 Thus, displacing Si adatom
not only lets the perceived steric strain be avoided, but a
lets the displaced Si adatoms serve as the ‘‘missing’’ lin
between the otherwise loosely packedM atoms.

D. Discussions

Our calculations show that an In cluster on the UFHUC
0.1 eV/cluster higher in energy than that on the FHUC. T
agrees with our experiment result very well. The calcula
STM images in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! are in remarkable quali-
tative agreement with experiment@Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!#. In-
terestingly, in the empty state image@Fig. 7~c!#, the three
brightest spots are from the lowest In atoms, which are 0
Å lower than SiA1 –A3 with an average bond angle of 105
~thussp3-like!. The three second-brightest spots are from
other In atoms, which are 0.28 Å lower than SiA1 –A3 with
an average bond angle of 115°~thus sp2-like!. Si adatoms
A1 –A3 are almost invisible, as they do not involve an
2-6
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dangling bond. A large disparity between an STM image a
actual height of group III atoms has been demonstrated
an As vacancy on GaAs~110! surface.40 Another striking fea-
ture in Fig. 7~d! is the disappearance of the six-In triang
spots under small negative bias, whereas the three Si co
adatom spots~A4–A6! become significantly brighter. Ou
calculation reveals that this change is not due to In diffus
but has an electronic origin. The calculated density of sta
reveals a 0.33 eV band gap 0.2 eV below the Fermi ene
(EF). States below the gap have mainly the Si/In bond
character. States above the gap but belowEF have mainly
dangling-bond character and are predominantly on
A4 –A6. The In dangling bond states are found to beabove
EF thus can only be seen in the empty state image. A m
C–V profile above In clusters should reveal semiconduct
characteristics. Indeed, this is confirmed by our scann
tunneling spectroscopy measurement@Fig. 5~f!# and by
others.32 Now it is possible to discuss the structure of t
abnormal In clusters in Fig. 2~d!. Based on the structure o
the In clusters, we suggest that the abnormal In cluster
Fig. 2~d! are caused by an additional In atom adsorbed on

FIG. 8. ~Color! ~a! Atomically resolved STM image~8 nm37
nm! of the Ga clusters recorded at11.6 V ~b! Calculated empty
state STM image at a positive bias11.6 V for the atomic model in
Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!. The color code indicates the image heigh
blue/green being low and red/yellow being high@this color notation
also applies to Fig. 9~b!#.
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top of the normal In cluster. The bright spot is due to t
additional In atom with an unfilled dangling bond.

Our calculations also show that the energy difference
tween a Ga cluster on the UFHUC and FHUC is zero with
the error of the calculation. This agrees with our experim
tal observation very well. We have tried to grow a Ga or
cluster triangle lattice shown in Fig. 2~b!, but without suc-
cess. As shown in Fig. 8, the agreement between the ca
lated and experimental STM images is also excellent. Un
the In cluster, in the empty state image of the Ga cluster
most notable feature is the three brightest spots from the
atoms on the edge while the three Ga atoms at the corne
imaged with very weak contrast. There are two reasons
this explanation: the three Ga atoms at the corners are 0.3
lower than the three Ga atoms on the edge, and with
average bond angle of 110.7°, they aresp2-like while the
three In atoms at the corners aresp3-like ~see above!. Simi-
lar to the In clusters, Si adatomsA1 –A3 are almost invis-
ible, as they do not involve any dangling bond. Interesting
in the calculated STM image, the cluster in the FHUC

FIG. 9. ~Color! ~a! Atomically resolved STM image~10 nm310
nm! of the Al clusters recorded at11.1 V. ~b! Calculated empty
state STM image at a positive bias11.1 V for the atomic model in
Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!.
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TABLE I. M represents for Al, Ga, or InM (I) is for the atom at corner, andM (II) at edge,dZ is the
height relative toM (I) in Z ~perpendicular to the surface! direction.

Model Al Ga In

Bond length
~Å!

M (I)-Si 2.487,2.487,2.435 2.490,2.490,2.430 2.649,2.649,2.55
M (II)-Si 2.471,2.471,2.551 2.467,2.467,2.553 2.598,2.598,2.68
Si(A)-M 2.471,2.471,2.435 2.467,2.467,2.430 2.598,2.598,2.57

Bond angle
~deg.!

M (I)-Si 92.6,122.7,122.7 91.1,120.5,120.5 87.2,113.3,113.
M (II)-Si 115.5,121.0,121.0 115.5,118.9,118.9 113.1,115.9,115
Si(A)-M 115.3,112.8,112.8 119.7,114.3,114.3 124.7,114.6,114

Z position
~Å!

M (I)-Si 0.0 0.0 0.0
M (II)-Si 0.27 0.30 0.30
Si(A)-M 0.81 0.69 0.58
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slightly brighter than in the UFHUC, which is also consiste
with our experiment.

As shown in Fig. 9, the contrast of the Al clusters in t
FHUC is slightly sharper than in the UFHUC in the calc
lated STM image, which agrees well with our experime
The STM images of the Al clusters are very similar to tho
of the Ga clusters. It is reasonable to use the same rea
for explaining the difference between the images of the
and Al clusters.

According to our calculations the Al clusters on the U
HUC are 0.1 eV/cluster higher in energy than those on
FHUC’s. Given such energy difference, we should expec
preferential occupation of the FHUC’s, as in the In ca
However, in experiment the clusters equally occupy b
halves of the unit cell. This is probably due to the limited
adatom diffusion at the temperature where these clusters
formed, as evidenced by many individual Al adatoms co
isting with the clusters even at low coverage@see Fig. 4~a!#.
Increasing the deposition temperature is expected to prom
diffusion so that the equilibrium configuration as defined
the energy difference is reached, but this is limited by
phase transition to the Si~111!)3)-Al and/or A73A7-Al
observed in Fig. 4~d!. For Al, we failed to find the experi-
mental conditions that give rise to the triangle array with
clusters merely on the FHUC’s. Thus the delicate bala
between kinetics and thermodynamics for such a structur
very difficult to achieve~at least the experimental window
very narrow!, which characterizes a radical difference b
tween In and Al.

For better comparison, we list all the structure parame
of the calculated In, Ga, and Al clusters in Table I. From t
table, it is easy to see that the Si-In bond lengths are la
than the Si-Al or Si-Ga bond lengths, due to the larger co
lent radius of the In atom. The average bond angle of the
atoms at the corners is smaller than 109.5°, while the ave
bond angles of the Al and Ga atoms at the corners are la
than 109.5°. This reveals that the Al and Ga corner ato
showsp2 bonding while the In corner atoms showsp3 bond-
ing, which accounts for the difference between the em
state STM images of the In clusters and Al/Ga clusters.

The results suggest that local optimization of the chem
bonds is essential for the exceptional stability of the ma
16541
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clusters. The energy barrier for the In/Ga/Al atoms to rea
their optimal positions is expected to be only moderate as
cluster formation involves only the insertion of In/Ga/Al int
the existing 737 surface network that is quite flexible com
pared to bulk. Massive rearrangement of the surface sho
be avoided, as it will lead to)3) or other structures.33

In our experiments, we found that once the clusters
formed, they are fairly stable. In/Ga/Al clusters can sust
temperatures of 200, 300, and 500 °C. The higher stability
Al clusters is due to the tighter bonding between Al and
atoms. According to our calculations, the binding energy~to-
tal energy minus atomic energy! of In6 , Ga6 , and Al6 are
219.7,222.3, and225.6 eV/cell, respectively. The bindin
energy differences explain their different stability. It is not
that the binding energy of Al6 is 5.9 eV/cell lower than that
of In6 on Si~111!. Given such a high energy difference, it
not difficult to understand why fabrication of the ordered
nanocluster array has been less successful.

As technologically important metal/semiconductor sy
tems, group III metals on Si~111! have been intensively stud
ied for more than 30 years.32–33,35However, no ordered array
of nanoclusters has been reported before our work an
recent report on Ga.34 There are several reasons. First, sin
the cluster arrays do not change the 737 symmetry, it is
difficult to detect it without a real space high resolution tec
nique such as STM, even if they are formed. Second, de
sition of group III metals at a substrate temperature ab
400 °C or post annealing of room temperature prepa
samples usually results in)3) or other reconstructions.33

In this case, nanoclusters do not form. The growth conditi
are very important for such nanocluster formation, and
window is very narrow, which is probably the most impo
tant reason why these nanoclusters were not found in pr
ous studies. In our experiments, we found that the optimi
conditions are;0.05 ML/min ~the deposition rate! and 100–
200 °C~the substrate temperature! for In, ;0.02 ML/min and
;150–250 °C for Ga, and 0.01 ML/min and 250–350 °C f
Al, respectively. Once these parameters are established
ordered array can be routinely fabricated. We can see
from In to Al, lower deposition rates and higher substra
temperatures are needed for uniform clusters formation. T
can be understood in terms of the big difference in the d
2-8
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fusivities of In, Ga, and Al. Due to the stronger interacti
between Al and Si, the Al adatoms cannot diffuse f
enough to reach the right positions for forming clusters
lower substrate temperature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The technique of ‘‘template plus magic clustering’’ h
been successfully used to fabricate ordered arrays of
Ga/Al nanoclusters with identical size. There is essentia
no limitation to this strategy as long as the atoms of a s
cific material to be grown can form clusters of definite siz
and the substrate template used to accumulate and sep
these entities can be properly selected. This is demonstr
by fabricating more than ten different nanocluster arrays w
other metals and alloys, including Mn, Ag, K,44 In/Mn, and
Ag/In.22 The high stability, perfect ordering, and identic
size of the In/Ga/Al nanoclusters are important factors
.
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practical applications, and these artificial nanocluster crys
may open a field to study the properties of nanostructu
and to explore new functionalities. A recent example is
observation of ferromagnetism in one-dimensional me
monoatomic chains,45 and we expect that some similar e
fects might exist in the Mn nanocluster array.44
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